**COMMUNITY MUSIC INSTITUTE STUDENTS**

**Violin**
- Eli Albow Measelle
- Ezra Alltucker
- Jack Benda
- Liesl Benda
- Rachel Bigley *
- Nathan Bouressa
- Everett Brandt
- Genevieve Brandt
- Michael Busse *
- Amanda Butcher
- Emily Carroll
- Julia Daniels
- Lewis Davies
- Olivia Davis *
- Lauren Duxsee
- Aniele Duret
- Sam Engle *
- Hannah Escobar
- Ian Etherington *
- Philip Etherington
- Thorin Faulk *
- Carolyn Foley *
- Ilsa Frazer
- Lucy Geller
- Rachel Geller
- Vanessa Gillis
- Navarre Ginsberg *
- Liam Glassman
- Felix Golledge-Ostmeier
- Rachel Green
- Cosmo Hinsman
- Meghan Horn
- Marika Hoskins *
- Maya Kim
- Lena Lamoureux
- Jonathan Larson Rios
- Isaac Leonard
- Austin Loomis *
- Lucas Marron
- Nathaniel Mason
- Charlie McKralla-Dey
- Maia Mendelssohn
- Jacob Metzler
- Madeline Mitchell
- Liam Monroe
- Kathleen Monroe
- Leo Moses
- Liv Nordquist
- Sophie Pierce
- Isaac Prier
- Amber Ray
- Brianne Ricketts
- Karlie Roberts
- Alex Rosen
- Grace Rosier
- Rachel Rosier
- Madeleine Short *
- Megan Susuico *
- Grace Thornton
- Lienne VanWinkle
- Iain Waddell
- Joseph Wagner
- Tyler Wagner *
- Andrew Watts
- Claire Wells
- Lisa Woerlein *
- Liam Wong *

**Viola**
- Dane EllerChubb **
- Rachel Liu-May **
- Madeline Loomis **
- Nicole Mowery **
- Maia Nisewander **
- Connor Sheehan **
- Tiegue Allard
- Adrian Blades
- Wolfie Blades
- Devin Daniels
- Margo Faulk *
- Gaby Garant
- Hazel Hering
- Madeleine Hummel
- Megan Hummel
- Benjamin Liu-May
- Peter Loomis
- Evelyn Lutz
- Austin Montgomery *
- Jeremy Morse *
- Rocky Moses
- Henry Nordquist
- Ben Pierce
- Liesl Schnabel *
- Kerry Sheehan *
- Zoe Shepherd
- Harry Thornton
- Calder Whiteley *
- Lily Wong

* also playing viola
** also playing violin
* chamber cellist

---

**COMMUNITY MUSIC INSTITUTE SPRING CONCERT**

* * *

**“Violafest”**

**Judy Weigert Bossuat, director**

---

**SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DANCE**

Beall Concert Hall

Saturday afternoon

12:30 p.m.

May 20, 2006

---

**UNIVERSITY OF OREGON**

**COMMUNITY MUSIC INSTITUTE STUDENTS**

**Congratulations to the parents who have joined the children to play today’s concert!**

Thank you to Alison Luthmers, CMI Volunteer from South’s International High School.

* * *

106th Season, 143rd Program
PROGRAM

**Takataka Concerto on A**  
Judy Weigert Bossuat  
new beginner violins and celli  
Saturday Morning Orchestra, World Premier

**Cuckoo Bird Waltz**  
Richard Bell  
Saturday Morning Orchestra

**Csardas for violin trio**  
Michael McLean  
advanced violin group

**Concerto No. 2**  
Friedrich Seitz  
arr. P. Nichols  
***Allegretto Moderato***  
vioins and chamber celli

**Concerto in D minor**  
Johann Sebastian Bach  
for two violins and string orchestra  
***I. Vivace***  
advanced violins and chamber cellists

**Concerto in G Major**  
George Philipp Telemann  
for viola and string orchestra  
***II. Allegro***  
vioals and chamber cellists

**Scherzo**  
Carl Webster  
vioins and celli

**Gavotte in C minor**  
Johann Sebastian Bach  
arr. J. W. Bossuat  
vioins, violas and celli

**Long Long Ago and Variation in C Major**  
Thomas Henry Bayly  
arr. J. W. Bossuat  
vioins, violas and celli

**Gavotte**  
Francois Joseph Gossec  
arr. M. Rygner  
vioins

**Minuet No. 2 in C Major**  
Johann Sebastian Bach  
arr. B. Stuen-Walker  
vioins, violas, celli

**May Song in D Major**  
Folk Song  
arr. J. W. Bossuat  
vioins, violas, celli

**Song of the Wind**  
Folk Song  
arr. B. Stuen-Walker  
vioins, violas, celli

**Twinkle Variations in D Major**  
Shinichi Suzuki  
arr. J. W. Bossuat  
vioins, violas, celli

**Tzena**  
Israeli Folk Song  
arr. J. W. Bossuat  
vioins, violas, celli

**Lion Surprise**  
arr. J. W. Bossuat  
vioins, violas, celli

* * *

**TEACHERS**
- Tanya Couture, violin
- Jodie Danenberg, violin
- Michelle Davidson, violin/viola
- Samara Humbert, violin/viola
- Laurelie Kallinen, cello
- Sarah Kreger, violin/viola
- Lia Masters, violin
- Paula Napora, violin/viola
- Emily Pfeifer, violin/viola
- Emma Tepfer, violin/viola
- Sophie Therrell, violin
- Lionel Thomas, violin

Carla McShane, CMI coordinator
Nathalie Fortin, piano accompaniment